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What is your current job or situation and where are you based?
At this time I don’t have job so I am preparing myself
How will this support your career development?
If the Aspire foundation can support me for studying I will be in a good position to solve different problem occurred
in different sectors due to lack of knowledge of logistics and transport and I will work accordingly to principles of
logistics
What are the main learning’s and how will you apply this?
It is integration (working together) of different business activities such transport, inventory, warehousing, materials
handling equipment and information etc. All this if can be working together the successful must be achievable.
Good example is that if transport are well selected and prepared we need to prepare material handling equipment
support loading and off loading cranes, forklift which brings to prepare warehousing where goods can be stored
accordingly with supported document (information) all this when reach ends value for money can be seen and
cost can be reduced.
What skills do you now have as a result of the training?
Now I understanding that there is a big chance for different industries, institution, organization and other sectors
to reduce the cost of production or cost of running the organization efficiently and effectively when you applying
logistics in business activities.
Also I learning that in supply chain every department need to have logistics eg: transport department, inventory
and Warehousing department, distribution department, and procurement department etc, all this department
must have their own logistics which is very important in order to have successful.
Poor logistics in any organization, institution, industries, and different sectors are the result of this institution to be
ruined in very big cost. So the skills get from my studying International diploma in logistics and transport can make
me to prepare a good logistics in every activities through planning, organization, controlling and, coordination
What would your advice be to others looking for support from Aspire?
I want to tell them that they must be in needs not just as the additional income, if they have ability to support
them self let this opportunity be used with student who is in needs.
Is there anything else you would like to comment about your Aspire experience?
Yes first of all want say thank you for what aspire did for student who is in needs like me. My requests to aspire
foundation I want aspire to provide fund for travel, research and materials learning where I believe this is another
challenge faced most of student. Also I advice aspire to help student to get job in different countries in the
world ,in international organization and big companies so as people can experience the product of professionals
logistician supported by aspire foundation.

